CDOT Non-Interstate Overweight Divisible Permits
Fact Sheet

Non-Interstate Quad Axle Overweight Divisible Permits

Effective October 2008

- Overweight permits only (no oversize/over dimension)
- Non interstate highways only
- Vehicle must be configured with a quad axle grouping
- Cannot exceed 110,000 lbs. gross vehicle weight
- Must comply with maximums on CDOT Bridge Weight Limit Map
- Single trip permit available. Fee: $30 + $10 per axle
- Annual permit available. Fee: $500
- Annual Fleet Permit available. Fee: $2,000 = $35 per permitted vehicle
- Substantial fines may be assessed for violations

Non-Interstate Overweight Divisible Permits for Power Unit & Trailer Combinations

Effective August 2011

- Overweight permits only (no oversize/over dimension)
- Non interstate highways only
- Applies to power unit/trailer combination vehicles only
- Must have a minimum of two axles but not more than three on the trailer
- Cannot exceed 97,000 lbs. gross vehicle weight
- Must comply with maximums on CDOT Bridge Weight Limit Map
- Single trip permit available. Fee: $30 + $20 per axle
- Annual permit available. Fee: $500
- Annual Fleet Permit available. Fee: $2,000 = $35 per permitted vehicle
- Substantial fines may be assessed for violations

Non-Interstate Overweight Divisible 2/3 Quad Fleet Permits

Effective July 2020

- Purchase this fleet if you need BOTH the NIOWD 2/3 and Quad annual permits
- You must order & issue the NIOWD 2/3 Quad fleet ($3,000) prior to ordering the NIOWD 2/3 & NIOWD Quad annuals in order to receive the $35 fee for the annual

Non-Interstate Overweight Divisible Permits may not travel on I-25, I-70, I-76, I-225, or I-270.